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 THERE’S AN APP  
FOR THAT!

USE TECHNOLOGY TO BOOST  
YOUr prOdUCTiviTY!

DECLUTTER
YOUR WORK LIFE
STarT SmaLL, BUT STarT NOw! 
 

STYLE 
STRATEGIES…  
4 Tips To improve  
your wardrobe!

The 2014 savvy 
speakers Tell all! 
LEarN aBOUT THEir paST,  
prESENT aNd fUTUrE pLaNS!

     

MEET 2014 WISE SYMPOSIUM KEYNOTE SPEAKER,  
JESSICA HERRIN, CEO & FOUNDER OF STELLA & DOT

SmallBizLady Shares

  7 Steps to Reinvent Your

 Small Business
paY iT fOrward
HOw CLEaNiNG OUT YOUr  
CLOSET CaN CHaNGE LivES
 

Melinda Emerson
SmallBizLady,   
CEO of Quintessence 
Multimedia



Credit products are subject to credit approval. 
KeyBank is Member FDIC. ©2014 KeyCorp.  ADL4301

connecting 
women in  
business
Key4Women provides customized business advice, access to capital,  
ongoing education, and networking opportunities. KeyBank has always been 
committed to helping women in business find the right financing solutions. 
Key is committed to lending $5 Billion in capital to qualified small businesses 
over the next three years.

As a member of Key4Women, you’ll be part of a nationwide network  
of entrepreneurial and professional women that can help you build relationships, 
find new business opportunities, and share ideas and solutions.

Key4Women is proud to support the 
2014 WISE symposium as part of our 
dedication to helping women in business 
find the resources they need to succeed.

To join Key4Women visit key.com/women.

call  Rani Ristau at 315-314-8988 
Stephanie Leonard at 315-470-5143 
Rachel Galusha at 315-470-5066

visit your local branch

advice | capital | education | networkingKey4Women®



300 Towne Drive, Towne Center, Fayetteville   315.637.7770      
Complimentary Interior Design Service  •  stickleyaudi.com

DREAM BIG.
Craft your life the way we craft our furniture—strong, purposeful, 
and full of grace. We at Stickley support the Wise Symposium, 

and women around the world.
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GOING TO GREAT DEGREES
to keep you

COMFORTABLE
NY State Certified Woman Owned Business

Suzanne DeFuria
President

GOING TO GREAT DEGREES
to keep you

COMFORTABLE
NY State Certified Woman Owned Business

Suzanne DeFuria
President
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Highlights from The 2013  
WISE Symposium!       

Is Your Business 
Blooming?

 

4   a LEttEr froM thE dIrECtor

5  thE WIndoWS to SUCCESS: an InSIdE  
gLanCE of thE WISE WoMEn’S  
bUSInESS CEntEr

6  MEEt oUr EMCEE, aMy CoSPEr

6  daILy doSE of InSPIratIon   

7  dECLUttEr yoUr Work LIfE:  
6 SIMPLE IdEaS to  
IMPLEMEnt noW!

8  WISE Savvy SPEakErS tELL aLL! 

Style Strategies: 
Win the 
Battle and the 
Wardrobe

20
12  8 aPPS that WILL  

booSt yoUr 
ProdUCtIvIty

13   What’S trUSt  
got to do WIth It

14    fInanCIaL LItEraCy  
Month IS for WoMEn  
EntrEPrEnEUrS, too

16   SMaLLbIzLady’S 
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18  MEEt JESSICa hErrIn,  
CEo & foUndEr of  
StELLa & dot 

Q: Do you have any WISE  
words of  wisdom?

THINK POSITIVE. 

Surround yourself with a TEAM 
of experts/mentors/family/friends 
who SuPPOrT and ENcOurAgE 
your success. 

When you focus on 
problems, you will 
have more problems. 
When you fOcuS 
ON POSSIbIlITIES, 
you’ll have more 
opportunities. 

DrEAM bIg, work hard, 
and have fun! 

focus each day 
on your own 
HAPPINESS.

22  Pay It forWard by  
gIvIng othErS a  
SECond ChanCE

25   LIbrarIES Can hELP  
SMaLL bUSInESSES 
thrIvE  

 

26  CELEbratE yoU!

28   ShE’S So WISE!  
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Joanne Lenweaver is the Director of the WISE (Women Igniting the Spirit of Entrepreneurship) Center located in the Tech Garden in Syracuse, NY. The WISE Center opened 

in 2006. Joanne is its second director. The Center was established through a five-year grant by the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) and a matching grant from 

Syracuse University. Joanne’s entrepreneurial experience includes nineteen years as President of Lenweaver Advertising + Design, Inc. and co-founder of Foodweb.com, 

an innovative web portal for gourmet food products. These ventures allowed Joanne to assemble the skills of small business survival while creating a true admiration for 

the entrepreneurial spirit. She was a founder of the former Women in Design professionals group for women designers and currently serves on the Women’s Fund of the 

Community Foundation of Central New York. She has served on community boards and committees such as the Onondaga Historical Association and the Consortium for 

Children’s Services and Camp Healing Hearts, through Hospice of CNY, a camp for children grieving the loss of loved ones.

Joanne Lenweaver 
WISE Women’s Business

Center Director 
jmlenwea@syr.edu

letter from the director

You and I have just witnessed hundreds of individuals  
set goals, convince themselves those goals are 
achievable, create plans on how to get to those goals,  

and actually achieve them before our eyes. You and I  
have just witnessed the Sochi Olympics! 
 
Every small business owner can identify with that 90-second ride 
downhill. It’s a lot like running a business every day. Frightening. 
Exhilarating. Educational. And just as every skier adjusts his run to 
the changing snow conditions, every business owner must adjust 
her business plan to accommodate growth and change. As athletes 
distill years of hard work into seconds of pure focus, they have 
already envisioned themselves in first place. Winning the event or 
making the bucket at the buzzer is a foregone conclusion. 
 
The clarity they possess at the moment they push off the starting 
line, is enviable. There is no discussion about “What if I can’t do 
this?” and no asking “Can I step out of my boundaries to do this?” 
These athletes have made an inch-by-inch plan with their coaches 
and they are ready to make it happen. I want all entrepreneurs to 
be as focused! 
 
Jetting across that line incorporates all the traits of launching 
a business: desire for a Gold medal (passion for your business); 
analyzing the athlete’s physical strengths and weaknesses (filling 
in the business SWOT analysis); hiring a trainer (engaging a coach 
or business counselor for the basics); determining the cost to your 

body and your budget (determining the cost to yourself 
and your family); and first and most importantly, 
crossing the finish line (the well-planned launch of your 
business). What parallels can be made in hurtling a 
bobsled team toward a finish line and motivating a sales 
team to meet goals for a small business! 
 
A quote by Stephen Covey fits here: “Start with the end 
in mind.” In this case, the “end” is your business launch. 
If you start with that end envisioned and concrete, the 
process of writing your plan and making it a reality is a 
matter of execution. You can already see the ball going 
in the basket before it has left your hand because of  
pure focus. 
 
So, envision your finish. Don’t be sidetracked by the voice 
inside your head or challenging conditions. Your plan 
will create the kind of run you envision. Every day as a 
business owner is totally different from the next, but the 
winners possess the one winning characteristic—focus! 

Now, push off and go for your Gold!

Push Off  for
Your Gold!

“Start with the  
end in mind.” 

-Stephen Covey
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About the Author:
Alexandra Waterbury is the administrative specialist 

at the WISE Women’s Business Center. She 
graduated from Syracuse University’s Whitman 

School of Management in 2011 with a dual Bachelor of 
Science degree in entrepreneurship and marketing. 

Waterbury continued her education at the Whitman 
School, earning a Master of Science degree in 

entrepreneurship in 2012.

ThE WInDOWS TO SUCCESS: 
An Inside Glance of  the WISE Women’s Business Center
By: Alexandra Waterbury

Though the center has been established for eight years, it 
has seen dramatic growth within the last year. Location 
has proved its worth. Walk by The Tech Garden and you 

cannot help but notice the ‘WISE Women’s Business Center’ 
lettering proudly displayed on the front windows. Seeing those 
letters draws new people in from the street on a weekly basis. 
I am always excited to greet them, explaining that we assist 
women in starting and growing their own businesses, and help 
them to create a plan of action for their next steps at WISE. 

Before becoming a member of the WISE Women’s Business 
Center team, I attended the 2012 WISE Symposium and became 
familiar with the center while studying at Syracuse University. 
Learning more about WISE at the energizing symposium 
(where I met Barbara Corcoran—such an inspiration!!) I was 
completely hooked on the WISE mission. Coming from a family 
of entrepreneurs, I have really found my niche at WISE. 

There are many reasons that women walk through our doors or 
pick up the phone to call us. Some recognize the benefits of being 
their own boss; others are looking for a change in their lives; 
many have decided to finally pursue their passion after years of 
working in corporate America; and others are looking to grow 
their existing business. 

The center and its team creates 
an environment that attracts 
individuals in all stages of  life 
and in business. 
Being a self-starter, I truly enjoy meeting each person 
that comes through our door and am excited for them 
to begin their journey through entrepreneurship. 

As these women progress through business counseling, 
training, and mentorships, the transformation I see 
within them is inspiring. They make me even more 
committed to assisting them as they reach for their 
goals and dreams.

If you are currently a client of our WISE Women’s 
Business Center, we are proud of you! 

And if you have yet to visit us, give us a call or stop in 
anytime. We look forward to meeting you!  

DREAM. BELIEVE. PURSUE.
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Can you imagine being the 
first of your entire country to 
accomplish something?

While there were many 

incredible stories happening 

all over the cities of 

Vancouver and Whistler 

during the 2010 Olympics, 

one event instantly created 

a lifetime memory for me. 

I was watching the drama 

of the woman’s 30K/18 mile 

cross country race unfold. 

The racers enter their final 

mile, arms and legs swinging, 

hands and feet drenched 

with sweat, bodies beyond 

exhaustion, legs and lungs 

burning like a four-alarm  

fire. A field of more than  

50 competitors is now 

narrowed down to a final 

pair, Justyna Kowalczyk of 

Poland and Marit Bjoregen of 

Norway. Kowalczyk has been 

leading for much of the race 

but Bjoregen had been  

slowly advancing. 

Here’s the twist that added 

some serious seasoning to 

what was brewing: Bjoregen 

had already taken down three 

gold medals and was one of 

the best, if not the best, in 

the world of cross country 

women. Kowalczyk, a relative 

unknown, was racing for 

more than just herself; she 

was racing for a country. 

Spanning over 84 years, and 

1700 different events, Poland 

had never captured the top 

podium for a woman’s event 

in the Olympics. EVER.

Nearly an hour and a half 

later, 18 miles have been 

traversed, 31,680 yards have 

been skied, and 95,040 feet 

have been stepped. And can 

it be that in the last stretch, 

these two women draw even 

and are neck-and-neck. 

At the finish line, Kowalczyk 

prevailed. Perhaps she 

wanted it just that much 

more. The margin of victory 

after 30 kilometers and 1 1/2 

hours… 0.3 seconds!

Sometimes, there is nothing 
that can stop a will, a burning 
desire, or a colossal heart. 

Congrats to Bjoergen for 

pushing another competitor 

so far past her comfort 

zone, surely well beyond 

what she ever could have 

imagined. Congrats to Poland, 

and Justyna Kowalczyk, on 

creating a memory that 

will last a long, long time. 

And congrats to all athletes 

competing at the world’s 

finest games.

AMy CoSPEr, vice president/editor-

in-chief at Entrepreneur Media Inc., 

knows what it means to drive a 

business idea forward with passion, creativity, 

savvy, and yes, even a little moxie. having 

been in the entrepreneurial trenches with her 

media consulting business, Cosper has an in-

depth understanding of what entrepreneurs 

want and need. She knows that without the 

right information, tools and resources, small 

businesses stay small. 

for Cosper, the media addiction started with a 

fervor for technology and love at first dial-up. But 

it was at WiesnerMedia that she delved into the 

essence of what it means to be an entrepreneur. 

as the company’s entrepreneur in residence, 

Cosper solicited and evaluated new 

business plans, ventures and partnerships 

for a slew of media properties targeting 

the insurance and financial markets. 

Transform innovative ideas into full-
fledged realities by raising capital from 

the VC community? no problem for 

this business development pro. Cosper’s 

journalism roots began in the tech world, where 

she cut her teeth as a reporter on assignment 

in Israel, norway, brazil, Luxembourg, Paris and 

London covering broadband, broadcasting and 

satellites. Eventually she became publisher/

editor-in-chief for Satellite broadband magazine 

at WiesnerMedia, and later she redesigned and 

directed five ASBPE award-winning financial 

magazines. New media versus traditional 
media? to Cosper, when it comes to content, 

it doesn’t matter. She’s a media evangelizer 

covering topics at conferences all over the 

world—from free economics, web 2.0 and social 

media optimization, broadcasting, the Internet, 

VC strategies, media, online profiling and user 

behaviors, and content strategies.  

at Entrepreneur Media, Cosper’s breadth of 

experience and tech savvy infuses cutting-edge 

ideas into the company with a 34-year legacy for 

serving the small business market. Her mission? 
keep entrepreneurs alert to the network of 

tools fundamental to launching and growing 

their businesses—whether they’re people, 

technologies, funding sources, or best practices. 

for her, “It’s all about what you do with what 

you’ve got.” according to Cosper, that’s a whole 

lot more than most people fathom.

Meet 
Our E

mcee

2014 WISE SYMPOSIUM

IMPOSSIBLE
Daily Dose  of 

InspIratIon
By: Tim Smith

Smile-Therapy.com

“It’s all about 
what you do 
with what 
you’ve got.” 
-Amy Cosper
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DeClutter Your Work Life:  
6 Simple ideaS to  
implement noW!
 By: Deborah J. Cabral, CPO, Certified 
Professional Organizer, Productivity 
& Efficiency Coach

About the Author:
Deborah J. Cabral, CPO® is a productivity and efficiency coach and is President and Owner of Cabral Enterprises, LLC, 
a New York State (WBE), Nationally (WBENC) and Federally (WOSB) Certified Woman-Owned Business Enterprise, 
established in 2010. Deb’s more than 20 years of corporate training and efficiency experience, combined with her  
natural fervor for organization and time management, equip her with a keen sense for helping people change their  
lives for the better!

Start small, but 
start now!  

Having routines that are 
second nature and easy 
to follow are the key to 

increasing efficiency at work. 
Start today and simplify your 

work life!

Disorganization and ineffective time management skills can 

affect productivity, efficiency, and the bottom line. Implementing 

some simple, yet effective, changes can set you on a path to a 

less stressful and more productive work life. Interested? 

Tackle each of these ideas one at a time and track your progress. 

Keep in mind, the greater the commitment to incorporating 

these activities into your work life, the bigger the results. 

DeClutter Your Desk 
and Workspace

Physical clutter breeds mental 

clutter and can cause difficulty with 

focus. Clearing your workspace of all 

unnecessary distractions makes way for 

creativity and efficiency.  

Set Goals, Write  
Them Down, & Assign

Target Dates
Create goals that are “SMART” (Specific, 

Measurable, Attainable, Realistic & 

Timely). Studies show that goals are 

80% more likely to be achieved if they 

are in writing. Looking at those goals 

and taking action everyday increases 

the chance of success to 90%. Goals 

should have target dates to assist with 

motivation and accountability. 

Use One Calendar  
for Personal and

Professional Commitments
Using more than one calendar can lead 

to scheduling conflicts and wasted 

time. There is no right or wrong way 

to maintain your schedule. Choose 

a calendar that works best for you; 

digital or paper. The most important 

component is consistency. 

Use a Daily  
To-Do List

Using a daily To-Do list helps meet 

goals, save and control time,  

conserve energy, and reduce stress.  

A To-Do list can effectively keep  

track of the tasks you need to  

complete, help prioritize activities,  

and minimize mental clutter. 

 

 

Organize Your 
Workday

Create a daily plan that reflects your 

priorities to help increase efficiency 

and productivity. Plan a major 

portion of each day, but build in time 

for interruptions. Attack the most 

important projects or tasks when your 

energy level is high. 

Practice Effective  
Time Management

To learn to manage time better, the  

key is to make small, positive changes 

over time. These small changes can 

yield big results when practiced 

consistently. Start by tracking how 

you are currently spending your time. 

To manage time more effectively, try 

handling high priority tasks first, setting 

a time limit to each task, focusing on 

one task at a time, and batching similar 

tasks together.

 

:

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Judy 
Wicks
Good Morning, Beautiful Business

 
I almost threw in the towel when…  
I never considered that as an  
option until I retired at 62 to  
pursue other interests. 

I’m so glad I stuck it out because… 
I enjoyed my career and left a 
legacy that is helping others in the 
movement to build a new economy 
that is more green, fair, and fun. 

My entrepreneurial/business  
icon is… Ben Cohen of Ben & Jerry’s. 

Something unique you don’t know 
about me is… I lived in an Eskimo 
village for a year when I was 22, 
which changed my life by showing 
me a sustainable way to live.

The 5 things I can’t live without are… 
My dogs, the woods, my family, my 
friends, and good food. 

10 years from now, I hope to be… 
Alive at 76 years old, healthy  
and happy. 

Amy 
Cosper
Entrepreneur Magazine

 
I almost threw in the towel when…  
I have never thrown in the towel.

I’m so glad I stuck it out because…   
I wouldn’t have it any other way-- 
everything you go through leads to 
the next thing. Progress is progress.

My entrepreneurial/business  
icon is…  My mother. Period.

Something unique you don’t  
know about me is… I live and  
work on a working, producing 
ranch, ride horses every day, feed 
them at 5am and ride a Ducati when 
it’s not snowing.

The 5 things I can’t live  
without are… My husband, my 
daughters, my mother, my father 
and the life I am blessed to be living.

10 years from now, I hope to be… 
Healthy enough to keep doing what 
I’m doing and I really need to ride 
a motorcycle through Africa. It’s on 
my bucket list.

Melinda 
Emerson
SmallBizLady

 
I almost threw in the towel when… 
Everything in my life got hard all  
at one time. I had a brand new baby,  
a bad marriage, and a business that  
was tanking. 

I’m so glad I stuck it out because… 
When I didn’t have any more answers, 
I started praying and God gave me a 
vision in a dream three times to become 
America’s #1 Small Business Expert.

My entrepreneurial/business 
 icon is…  Oprah Winfrey. She was the 
first journalist I ever saw who started 
a business. She gave me the courage to 
think I could do it too. 

Something unique you don’t  
know about me is… I am a formally 
trained vocalist.

The 5 things I can’t live without are… 
Pandora, sour cream donuts, cute shoes, 
the beach, and the TV show Scandal.

10 years from now, I hope to be…  
Still helping small business owners live 
their dreams.

6
 
THINGS you  
doN’T kNow abouT  
THe 2014 wISe  
SpeakerS

Savvy  
SpeakerS  
Tell all!
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Gayle 
Carson
Spunky Old Broad

 
I almost threw in the towel when… 
I’m not sure I ever did. There are 
crises every day in business and I met 
most of them head on. Some of the 
time I had to hire attorneys to help 
me out, but mostly I stuck it out.

I’m so glad I stuck it out because…   
I have had the most incredible life 
and opportunities. How many people 
can go to 50 countries and 49 states—
all paid for!

My entrepreneurial/business  
icon is… Be the best you can be.  
Don’t try to copy anyone.

Something unique you don’t  
know about me is… As a teenager, 
I was a dancer with a partner. One 
time, I asked the band to move their 
drums because I was doing flips. 
They didn’t, and I flipped right into 
the base drum and broke it!

The 5 things I can’t live without 
are… My pets, family, working out, 
traveling and TV.

10 years from now, I hope to be… 
Still alive and thriving by speaking, 
writing, mentoring and consulting.

Renata 
Mutis Black
Empowered By You

 
I almost threw in the towel when… 
Sometimes when starting a small 
business you have “when it rains it pours” 
moments. At one point we were struggling 
to hit our numbers, our investor was 
reconsidering funding us, a prestigious 
potential investor told us we needed to 
change the name of the company, and I 
was also going through a divorce. It was 
a very tough time and I must admit that 
I glanced at throwing the towel in but 
my passion for changing the field of my 
industry was stronger. It was ultimately my 
team that carried me through.

I’m so glad I stuck it out because…  
We have truly great product with a very 
forward way of branding. We are now 
starting to get the traction that we have 
been anticipating and the brand has a 
promising future. 

My entrepreneurial/business icon is…  
Sara Blakely.

Something unique you don’t know  
about me is… On my time off I like to 
make art-driven costumes. 

The 5 things I can’t live without are…
Empowered By You Panties, the gym, my 
apartment, iPod shuffle, peanut butter,  
and leggings. 

10 years from now, I hope that… 
Empowered By You will be a global  
brand collaborating with the top.

Karen 
Hough
ImprovEdge

 
I almost threw in the towel when…  
My business was out of cash. I’d used up 
my credit line, emergency fund, and credit 
cards to keep payroll up to date. The next 
week, four contracts came in!

I’m so glad I stuck it out because… 
My ensemble is comprised of the most 
amazing people on the planet. Some of 
them took pay cuts to keep the business 
solid, and they never let up. They leaned 
in, kept providing great service, and did 
what we do at ImprovEdge—got creative 
and improvised! We now have new clients 
that came specifically from that difficult 
time of innovation due to necessity.

My entrepreneurial/business icon is…  
Just about every woman business owner 
I meet. They all have a story to tell, a 
struggle they overcame, and a bit of advice 
that is so valuable to me.

Something unique you don’t know about 
me is… I used to be a competition-level 
slalom water-skier. I adore waterskiing, 
but I do not have many chances to  
indulge myself.

The 5 things I can’t live without are…
My family (including the dog) and dear 
friends, exciting work with creative 
people, sunshine on beaches, a fabulous 
travel purse, and strong coffee.

10 years from now, I hope to be… Doing 
something I haven’t even thought of yet. I 
never saw ImprovEdge coming, and would 
love to have something just as surprising 
pop up again!
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by: Marion hancock fish

With record breaking sub-zero temperatures 

this winter, you may be daydreaming about 

the blossoms that will sprout this spring. 

Perhaps you sense your business is also on 

the verge of a growth spurt.  Learning some 

of the basics of business expansion can help 

you plan more effectively. The following are 

some ideas to seed your business growth.

              Is Your BusIness 

         Blooming?

May your business 
bloom as your 
garden grows!
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About the Author:
Marion hancock fish is a partner in the Elder Law & Special needs, tax, trusts & Estates and family business Succession 
Planning Practices at hancock Estabrook, LLP. She focuses her practice on representing clients in matters involving estate 
planning and administration, transfer-of-wealth tax issues, family business planning and succession, asset preservation, 
guardianships, charitable giving and not-for-profit law. Ms. Fish was recently awarded The Spirit of Mary Harriman 
Community Leadership award, by the Junior League of Syracuse. 

adding a Business 
partner

Even if you have been a solo 

entrepreneur, you most likely have 

developed strong contacts through your 

great networking efforts.  

Someone in that network might be an 

ideal business partner, allowing you to 

add a new service line or an expertise 

in online marketing, for example. If the 

new partner would like to contribute 

capital to the business, you will need to 

negotiate the financial and other terms 

of the new relationship. In choosing a 

business partner, choose wisely, and seek 

legal assistance to create a partnership or 

shareholder agreement to formalize your 

legal relationship.

  

acquiring a Business
Perhaps you have had your eye on a competitor 

and think there may be an opportunity to buy that 

business. Before even contemplating an acquisition, 

you will want to learn as much about the other 

business as you can. Negotiating the purchase of a 

business can be a daunting task and, the more detail 

you have, the stronger your negotiating position 

will be. You must have a realistic picture of the likely 

cash flow needs and whether your projections are 

sustainable. Just as important are the intangibles, 

such as compatibility of the cultures of the two 

businesses. Guidance from your financial and legal 

advisors will be critical to structuring a viable deal.

Crowdfunding and 
Crowdsourcing

The latest in tech-based 

entrepreneurship is “crowdfunding” 

which is defined by Wikipedia as the 

pooling of funds and resources via the 

internet to support appealing projects of 

all varieties. Typically, funds are donated 

by interested fans at a very low cost.  

An example of the use of crowdfunding 

is a company called Kickstarter  

(www.kickstarter.com), which has 

received lots of attention after 

having helped fledgling projects raise 

millions of private dollars at marginal 

costs. Crowdsourcing is similar to 

Crowdfunding, but is directed toward 

finding and hiring the right talent. If 

nothing else, these developments show 

the value of keeping up with the latest  

in technology trends. 

  

Other Options
Other avenues to grow your 

business include licensing your 

product or service, franchising, 

or expanding to new locations. 

private and/
or Commercial 
financing

Growth requires capital, whether 

to hire more staff, expand 

geographically, ramp up marketing 

or add product lines. Borrowing 

may be the way to go, either 

privately from friends and family, or 

commercially. A strong profit/loss 

statement will be key to attracting 

lenders but before you take this 

route, review the pros and cons. 

A bank will require a personal 

guarantee, which means that your 

non-business assets—such as your 

house—will be on the line. On the 

other hand, with a family loan, failure 

carries the potential for all sorts of 

additional baggage. Regardless of 

whether you borrow privately or 

from a bank, the loan arrangements 

should be understood and clearly 

documented by all parties involved.
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Invoice2go
If you find yourself 
spending too much of 
your time invoicing, 
consider this app. 

Invoice2go allows you to create 
and send invoices from your 
phone, tablet or computer, 
syncing the files automatically. 
Choose from several templates, 
customizing them to your needs. 
Track which invoices are paid 
or unpaid with instant reports 
showing unpaid balances. You 
can send payment reminders 
right from your phone. It even 
calculates your state sales tax. 
Another time-consuming task 
made easy.  

   

8by: Jennifer CreightonAbout the Author: 
  

Jennifer Creighton is a 
Communications Director for 

F.O.C.U.S. Greater Syracuse and 
serves on the WISE Women’s 

Business Center’s Advisory 
Board. Previously, she has been 

a writer and editor for a local 
business magazine that focused on 

entrepreneurship and startups. 

“There’s an app for that.” 
Starting out as a bit of a joke, this phrase has become utterly true. 

There’s an app for almost anything you could think of. From ghost 

hunting to cat games to baby crying translators; apps have become 

part of our everyday routines. 

While some apps are dangerously addictive and, before you know it 

you’ve spent the last hour on Candy Crush, other apps actually can 

help boost your productivity. Here’s a list of my top picks to help any 

entrepreneur boost their productivity: 

Dropbox
Wherever you are 
and on whatever 
device you’re using, 
Dropbox allows you 

to access your files. Whether 
you want edit a document 
while you wait at the doctor’s 
office or you need to add 
those finishing touches to a 
presentation while finishing 
your breakfast, Dropbox makes 
it possible. You can even share 
files, large and small, with your 
team. Your work is protected 
and easily accessible. It’s a 
must for any business owner. 

Focus@will
This is a great 
app if you need to 
focus on the task at 
hand. The app uses 

specially formulated music to 
boost productivity by way of 
increased focus. If you notice 
a track (regardless if you love 
it or hate it), you are supposed 
to skip that track. Focus@will 
will remember what tracks are 
distracting to you and won’t 
play them again. It might be the 
placebo effect, but I swear, my 
productivity has increased since 
downloading this app.

Evernote
This app helps 
you remember 
everything. Store 
anything and access 

it anywhere. Evernote syncs 
all of your notes, ideas, plans, 
photos, research, and web 
pages on all your devices. Then 
share all those notes, ideas, 
plans, photos, research and 
web pages with others, so you 
can share your knowledge and 
gain from theirs. The business 
version allows you to do all this 
on a scale big enough for the 
whole company.

Cloudon
This free app 
gives you the 
power of Microsoft 
Office, Excel 

and PowerPoint. Create, 
review and share documents, 
spreadsheets and 
presentations on all your 
devices, including your tablet 
and smart phone. Share files 
with your employees, where 
every edit, action and  
message is logged. Access 
files already stored in 
Dropbox, Google Drive, Box, 
and Microsoft SkyDrive.

Expensify
Expense reports 
stink. This free app 
makes them stink 
a lot less. The app 

imports any bank and credit 
card statements, identifies and 
automatically categorizes each 
billable item. You don’t have to 
manually enter a thing. It also 
allows you to scan receipts (or 
import them from Evernote) 
then matches the receipt to the 
expense, once again eliminating 
any manual entry. Expensify 
makes expense reports easy, 
convenient and maybe even a 

little bit fun. 

Clicky
Is your business 
heavily web-
based? Get 
up-to-the-minute 

stats on your websites with 
Clicky. Monitor, analyze and 
react to web traffic IN REAL 
TIME. See every visitor and 
every action users take on 
your web site, with the option 
to attach custom data to 
visitors, such as usernames or 
email addresses. The data is 
presented in seriously useful 
formats, like heat maps, 

charts, and graphs. 

Wunderlist
This app 
allows you to 
plan anything, 
collaborate 

with anyone, and access it 
anywhere. Wunderlist is the 
ultimate “to-do” list app. Keep 
track of all your goals, from 
day-to-day tasks to long-term 
plans. Break larger goals into 
smaller achievable goals. Set 
re-occurring tasks, due dates, 
and reminders and print your 
to-do list for those who want  
a hardcopy. This app works  
off the Cloud, so your lists  
will automatically sync with 
each device.

Apps ThAT Will  
BoosT Your 
producTiviTY
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For the fourth year in a row, Edelman’s Trust Barometer 

has reported that regular employees—people like 

yourselves—receive a higher level of trust from 

consumers and audience members than organizational 

leadership does, and often a higher level of trust than the  

brand itself.

Additionally, they highlight that the 

importance of using digital platforms, 

especially social media, in connecting  

to audiences and increasing that  

level of trust has risen alongside 

many of the more traditional forms of 

organizational communication.

WhAT’S Trust  
GOT TO DO WITh IT?

Here are  
a few ways  

to get  
started!

Remember the buzzwords—
engagement, relationships and 
conversation. Social media isn’t about selling 

yourself, you need to give back to your community. You also 

need to practice transparency and be genuine. Engage in 

conversation and create meaningful relationships with the 

people you’re connecting with, and your trust level will go up.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Filter your outgoing posts—would you 
want to read what you just posted? 

Would you want your boss to read it? Always focus on adding 

value for your followers. Are you giving them consistent 

messages and information? Is it valuable? Can you always be 

trusted to have good stuff? 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Think about your personal brand and 
what you want to be portraying.  
To take this further, do you have a specific expertise you 

can showcase, especially as it relates to your organization? 

Professionals who can develop a certain level of thought 

leadership are seen as even more trustworthy than “regular 

employees” (not that you aren’t trustworthy and wonderful as 

you are, expert or not!).

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
Determine your boundaries early, and 
reassess continually. In the world of social media, 

it’s sometimes very easy to blur the line between professional 

and personal. How much do you want to share? There is no 

wrong answer, it’s the one that you feel most comfortable 

with.  Some people don’t mind giving professional contacts a 

glimpse into their non-work life, but how much of a glimpse 

is the question.

Now’s the time to think more broadly about these online 

tools you have available to you, and how you can use them to 

be constructive for yourself as well as your organization.

It’s no secret 
that social 
media has been 
on the rise for a 
while. But what 
does this all 
mean for you? 

It means you should start 

thinking about diving into 

social media to enhance your 

professional self and your 

organization’s sense  

of trustworthiness.

by: kate brodock

About the Author: 
  
 
About the Author:  
Author, speaker, and consultant 
Kate Brodock is President of Girls in 
Tech, a global non-profit for women 
in technology and entrepreneurship, 
and Director of the Center for Social 
Commerce at Syracuse University’s 
Newhouse School. She’s been in the field 
of social and digital media marketing 
for several years, and has been involved 
in entrepreneurship and tech for over 
10 years. She can be found writing 
on these topics, as well as women in 
entrepreneurship and leadership in such 
publications as Forbes and Entrepreneur. 
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Financial literacy Month  
is for Women Entrepreneurs, Too by: Me’Shae brooks-rolling

About the Author:
Me’Shae Brooks-Rolling is a Certified Educator in Personal Finances (CEFP®) as designated by FinCert.org, 
affiliated with The Institute for Financial Literacy®.  She is also the President of Just The Basics Financial 
Literacy and the author of “How To Save Money & Organize Your Finances”.  For JTB’s Financial Serenity 
Retreats in the Poconos and Catskills, contact Me’Shae at (315) 908-BOOK (2665) or Facebook.com/
JustTheBasicsFinancialLiteracy. Be InspIred. 

Learn. 

share.
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In March 2004, the United 

States Senate passed 

a resolution officially 

recognizing April as Financial 

Literacy Month. Many of the 

country’s non-profit and 

private financial education 

organizations promote this 

occasion by hosting contests, 

events, and by generally 

increasing awareness  

about personal financial  

money management.  

According to 
President Barack 
Obama’s State of  

the Union address in 
January 2014,  

women—who 
comprise 

approximately 
half of the U.s. 
workforce—

make 77 cents for 
every dollar 

that a man makes. 
This further bolsters 

the importance 
of  women-

owned business 
entrepreneurship: 
so we can set our 

own terms of  
compensation.

 

 

As a Financial Educator who 

teaches the fundamental 

principles of financial literacy 

to diverse audiences, including 

entrepreneurs, I have found 

that adult learners often find 

it challenging to connect the 

dots between their personal 

financial acumen and their 

business finances. Worse, I 

have seen many fail to create 

a wall that prevents the highly 

inadvisable co-mingling 

between their personal and 

business financial affairs.

You may be among those 

who do not realize that as you 

apply for a business bank loan 

or business credit card, the 

financial institution is going to 

conduct a credit check under 

your Social Security Number 

to determine your personal 

credit-worthiness and their 

potential risk—apart from  

your EIN (Employer 

Identification Number).  

Why is it challenging for most 

of us to correlate the simple 

concept of increasing income 

and decreasing our expenses 

in personal finances with the 

concept of increasing revenues 

and decreasing expenditures 

to generate a profit on the 

business side of the fence? I 

could go on to surmise various 

reasons, for example, that it 

takes money to make money. 

While this may be true, the 

bottom line is simply that 

we’re in business. Even if your 

organization is a non-profit 

501(c)3, you still need to be in 

the black at the end of each 

fiscal cycle. Perhaps you’ve 

been in business for a number 

of years and still are not  

yet solvent.  

 

 

 

 

 

Gaining solid financial footing 

starts with the basics of 

personal financial money 

management. Being financially 

organized—both electronically 

and offline through means 

such as creating a filing 

system; devising a budget; 

monitoring cash flow; and 

calculating net worth—are 

indicators of sound money 

management. After teaching 

in this arena for a number of 

years, confessions from my 

adult learners predominantly 

include being too busy, not 

wanting to know, and not 

knowing how. 

As for #1 
being too busy—none of  
us can afford to not 
make and take the time 
to become financially 
organized. If  there’s 
any mystery to human 
behavior it’s that most of  
us manage to prioritize 
the activities that we really 
want to do, and find the 
money for the things that 
we really want to buy.  

As for #2 
not wanting to know—
consumers may not  
even want to open their 
mail because of  fear of  
the contents therein.  
We have to prod ourselves 
to find out why is it that 
we don’t want to really 
know what our financial 
landscape is and get to  
the root of  it so we can  
make improvements.  

As for #3 
not knowing how—this is 
where financial education 
comes in; to teach learners 
the tools they need to know 
to be wise stewards with 
their money and finances. 

My guess is that most people’s 

eyes would pop out of their 

heads if they took the time to 

create their budget, monitor 

their cash flow, and calculate 

their net worth. Doing so 

would beg the question,  

 

“Why isn’t more 
of the money 
flowing through 
my bank 
account being 
accumulated 
towards 
savings and the 
capitalization 
of my business 
enterprise?”

If you are a busy entrepreneur 

and you no longer want to 

wander in the land of “not 

knowing” or “not knowing 

how,” then I invite you to 

take the time to invest in 

your household finances and 

business enterprise. After 

all, you’re not just a female 

business owner. You’re shifting 

the paradigm from consumer 

to producer. Moreover, you’re 

a passionate entrepreneur 

with a product or service that 

fills a void in the marketplace, 

thereby strengthening the 

Syracuse and Central  

New York economy with  

the mere presence of your 

business enterprise.

Happy Financial Literacy 

Month as we make our  

annual pilgrimage to the  

WISE Symposium!
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7 StepS to

 Your Small BuSineSS
by: Melinda f. Emerson

I recently came across three women business owners who told 

me that they’d been in business 10+ years and that they were 

stuck. They were fearful of what was going to happen next in 

their businesses and weren’t sure what to do. After listening to 

them a while, I realized that many business women have these 

same issues. In order to get your business on the right track, you 

must get back to the basics. Clients want to hire people who 

specialize in solving their problems. Competing on price in the 

computer age is a losing proposition for small business owners, 

since competition is now world-wide. If what you always did is 

no longer working, it’s time to regroup and reinvent yourself and 

your business. Start by updating your business plan or, if that is 

too overwhelming, just update your marketing plan. Here are 

seven steps to reinvent your small business: 

About the Author
Melinda F. Emerson, known as SmallBizLady, is America’s #1 small business expert. As CEO of 
Quintessence Group, Melinda educates entrepreneurs and Fortune 500 companies on subjects 
including small business start-up, business development, and social media marketing to fulfill her 
mission to end small business failures. She writes a regular column on social media for The New York 
Times. Forbes Magazine named her the #1 woman for entrepreneurs to follow on Twitter. She hosts 
#SmallBizChat Wednesdays on Twitter 8-9pm ET for emerging entrepreneurs. She also publishes 
a resource blog at http://www.succeedasyourownboss.com. Melinda is the bestselling author of 
Become Your Own Boss in 12 months; A Month-by-Month Guide to a Business That Works. Her latest 
eBook is How To Become a Social Media Ninja; 101 Ways to Dominate Your Competition Online. 

SmallBizlady’S

Reinvent
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1  Evaluate 
the core 
products or 
services that 
your business 
provides.  
Make a list of the best 

products or services that 

you sell; determine three 

reasons for why you still sell 

each of them. If you can’t 

come up with three reasons, 

that’s a big clue. Now write 

down what the features and 

benefits are of each service. 

Remember “the benefits” is 

how you add value to what 

you do. 

2  Determine 
the two most 
profitable 
things you 
sell in your 
business. It is fine 

to have a big list of things 

that you do, but at this 

point you need to focus 

your resources on your 

most profitable business 

activities. You need to 

become clear about where 

you make the most money 

in your business. 

3  Examine 
the competi-
tion. Look at their 

website and social media 

profiles, sign up for their 

mailing list, swing by their 

retail locations. You need  

to study what they are  

doing right, so that you 

can get ideas and compete 

more effectively.

4  
LOOk 
AT yOuR 
ExiSTiNg 
cuSTOmER 
bASE. When 
is the last time you 
spoke with your 
customers? Develop 
a new detailed 
customer profile. 
When you are 
finished you should 
be able to see the face 
of  your customer. 
Develop a Target 
25 list or a Target 
65 list (for service 
businesses). This is 
a list of  customers 
who should hear 
from you monthly. 
You can call, send 
an email, write a 
personal note, or 
invite them as your 
guest to an event. 
Never contact these 
special clients the 
same way two 
months in a row.  

5  Redefine 
your secret 
sauce. Anyone can 

make pizza, but it’s the 

sauce that keeps bringing 

you back. If what once 

made your business special 

is no longer working, it’s 

time to develop a new 

recipe. Figure out what 

you could do that makes 

you stand out in the 

crowd. Be sure to take into 

consideration how social 

media could help you stand 

out. Perhaps you could start 

a video series, a podcast, or 

feature a client of the week 

on your Facebook fan page.

6 
DEvELOP A 
mETHOD TO 
ATTRAcT 
NEw 
cuSTOmERS. 
Update your website, create 
a special report, run a social 
media contest, celebrate 
an anniversary with a free 
giveaway, or create a blog to 
demonstrate your expertise.

7  Develop 
30-day sales 
goals. You must 

first figure out how much 

money you need to  

make each month. Then  

develop a weekly sales  

plan. Do something every 

day to tell the world you are 

open for business. Even if 

you just make one sales  

call a day, write one blog 

post, or send out one 

helpful tweet, you need  

to get in the habit of  

doing regular sales  

activities every day.  

 

If you follow this system, 

you will stop feeling like 

your business is running 

you. Take back control. 

Focus on a new target 

customer, find your best 

product/service line, deter-

mine your niche, and start 

making those sales calls. 

Your business will turn 

around in no time. 
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Typical Jessica: End less optimism. Taking a look at the 
Pyramids and saying “Hmmm, that actual ly looks very doable.”
Past Itineraries: Rock climbing in Thailand, scuba diving in 
Egypt, cooking school in Italy, safari in Africa.
Favorite Spot on Earth:  Home.
Finds Beautiful: Brains, wit , her daughters’ happy shrieks 
as they play in ocean waves, and their dreamy daddy, Chad.
Passionate About:  Being a great wife and mom. Never 
giving up. Creating the Stel la & Dot Foundation.
Guilty Pleasure: Margaritas and friends on a beach in 
Mexico. Words with Friends.
Personal Motto: “Be daring, be different, be impractical;  
be anything that wil l assert integrity of purpose and imaginative 
vision against the play-it-safers, the creatures of the commonplace, 
the slaves of the Ordinary.”  Cecil Beaton

mEET jESSICA hERRIn, CEO & FOUnDER of
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As the brains behind Stella & Dot, Jessica has proven just how one woman 

can go about styling her life with smarts, courage, and tenacity. After 

joining two successful tech startups out of college, she went to the 

Stanford Graduate School of Business, where, at the ripe age of 24, she co-founded 

the world’s leading wedding site, WeddingChannel.com. Jessica’s been recognized 

for her business savvy even more than her style savvy – Oprah, The Wall Street 

Journal, New York Times and Forbes have saluted her for her vision. Taking Social 

Selling to the next level, Jessica’s been honored by Ernst & Young and Inc. 500 as a 

Top Entrepreneur. She is also actively involved in Young Presidents Organization 

(YPO) in the San Francisco Bay area. But Jessica is most proud of the recognition 

she gets from the women of Stella & Dot, who are mirroring her success in 

reinventing the home business opportunity for the modern woman. Because, as 

Jessica claims, “nine-to-five just doesn’t flatter.”

About Stella & Dot:
Stella & Dot is a boutique-style jewelry and 
accessories company reinventing the home-
based business opportunity for the modern 
woman through its social shopping business 
platform. Stella & Dot offers its on-trend, 
celebrity-coveted product line exclusively 
through a growing network of trained 
independent consultants (Stylists) across North 
America, UK, France and Germany. They earn 
sales commissions by selling at private in-home 
trunk shows and online with a best-in-class 
e-commerce site including social media tie-ins.  
For more, visit www.stelladot.com.

Since January 2012, Verizon Wireless has offered hope and inspiration 
for women seeking alternatives to lives affected by domestic violence. 
Out of the seeming darkness, of their challenged lives, Project 
Phoenix was born. A collaboration of  Vera House, The South Side 
Innovation Center and the WISE Women’s Business Center offered 
hours of counseling, education, and unique networking to support 
a group of women who wrote business plans, attended conferences, 
such as the WISE Symposium, and dreamed of amazing goals. 
Recently, these women submitted their business plans and as a result, 
Verizon Wireless awarded them more than $60,000 in seed money to 
begin their new ventures.

Thank you To Verizon Wireless for making The impossible, realiTy

“Project Phoenix has made a profound impact 
not only in my personal life, but has affected 
my professional life as well. Having been 
unemployed for a length of time, I became a 
“Project Phoenix” participant in 2012 and 
the road to recovery for old wounds that I 
thought were dead and buried began…Even 
though my business does not currently show 
economic impact, the value added through 
Project Phoenix is priceless. Project Phoenix 
has changed my life and given me something 
to pay forward.”

~ a Project Phoenix grant recipient
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Ground zero is knowing what 

looks good on you. This will save 

you time in the dressing rooms 

and help you clear out your closet. 

Make sure you are 

wearing clothes 

that are age and 

body appropriate 

that FIT. Jettison 

anything taking 

up valuable space 

in your closet 

that is damaged, 

stretched, faded, 

and doesn’t flatter 

you. The mirror is 

your friend and 

don’t forget to 

check your flank.

The ultimate 

goal is creating a 

working wardrobe 

verses just buying 

stuff to wear. A 

working wardrobe 

has dynamic parts. Pieces like a 

great black skirt and pants, classic 

tops that fit (and don’t pull in 

the bust), interesting blazers that 

compliment your shape, a classic, 

solid color sheath dress (for work, 

dates, weddings, funerals) are just 

a few staples. My staples include 

a collection of basic turtlenecks, 

shirts and pants that are solid 

colors (a.k.a. my “Fashion Black 

Ops Wear”—or FBOW). This is the 

perfect canvas for bold jewelry, 

vests, sweaters, belts, blazers, 

scarves, hand bags, boots and 

shoes. Have fun accessorizing 

your FBOW by including animal 

and tribal prints, houndstooth, 

and interesting textures.  A canvas 

of head-to-toe cream, brown or 

navy works too. Just make sure 

you have well-kept, quality  

footwear to match. 

 
 

 
 Do!

About the Author
Ann Marie is an award-winning 

entrepreneur, a writer, and speaker 
with more than two decades of 

business experience that includes  
the creation of four successful 
business ventures. Her primary 

business is AMS Model and Talent, 
the largest talent agency in Upstate 
New York. Her most recent venture 

is “Your Better Style” an image 
consulting business where she helps 
individuals and businesses improve 

their image and their brand. 

Style Strategies:  

Win the  
  and the Wardrobe 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CINDY BELL 

MODELS KRISTIN BAUER AND 
CHARISSE MANNOLINI COURTESY 
OF AMS MODELS

For those who 
love fashion, being 
stylish is fun and 
easy. however, if  
you’re the type of  
person who dreads 
a trip to the mall, 
then you may need 
fashion boot camp. 

creating a great 
wardrobe isn’t 
difficult, but there 
are a few rules of 
engagement so  
you don’t find 
yourself lost in a 
fashion foxhole. 

Strategy 1: 
A polished look is 
all about details

Tailoring is worth the price. If 

you find a great dress but the 

sleeves are a bit too long, it is 

worth a few dollars to make it 

perfect. Wearing it unaltered 

will torpedo everything good 

about the outfit and people 

will notice. The same goes for 

hemlines. Wearing clothes that 

don’t fit is a serious tactical 

style error. 

Strategy 2: 
Size matters... except 
where it doesn’t

It matters that you wear the right 

size, but that size shouldn’t matter 

a bit. There are so many different 

numbers hanging in my closet I 

could play the lotto with them.  

No one can see that tag on the 

inside of your shirt, but ill-fitting 

clothes will escape no one. I once 

went shopping with a friend and 

she refused to buy pants in her 

size because she couldn’t get past 

the number on the tag. Nothing I 

said could get her to change her 

mind. Mission aborted.

Battle
By: Ann Marie Stonecypher
Owner, AMS Models & Talent, 
Your Better Style
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Now you’re 
ready…

Everyone has a covert Style-nista in them 

waiting to get out. So if fear is sabotaging 

you, try a couple of new things and see 

how the changes make YOU feel. If the 

feedback is good, advance with caution 

thrown to the wind. If you are already 

a Fearless Fashion Warrior, maybe you 

picked up a few new tricks for your 

arsenal. With your new style strategies in 

place you should be able to maneuver the 

fashion front effortlessly with no risk of 

ending up in the fashion brig. 

Strategy 4: 

It’s 
okay 

to 
cheat

My favorite  

style cheat is at  

your fingertips—try  

perusing clothing 

catalogs and web sites like  

Banana Republic, Ann Taylor, 

Michael Kors, etc. You can get 

great visuals on what is current  

and how to put outfits  

together. You may even  

have “look-a-likes” in  

your closet and can  

recreate looks without  

spending a dime.

Strategy 3: 
up your style 
quotient by three

My new Rule-of-Three: Take your 

outfit up a notch by wearing up 

to three interesting items, no 

more. There is such a thing as 

too much of a good thing. They 

can be an article of clothing like a 

fabulous skirt in a print or leather 

combined with a necklace and 

a chunky bracelet; or a scarf and 

a chain link belt; or statement 

earrings and a stack of bangles. 

These are just guidelines, but you 

get the idea. Be fearless! Here are 

a few fun things to add to your 

wardrobe: a chain belt (great 

over pants, a sweater or blouse), 

statement earrings, animal print 

belt, leather skirt, a long dramatic 

sweater, scarves, cuffs, faux fur 

anything, or large costume rings. 

Do!
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Determined to be a successful provider 
for her family, “Stephanie” has been 
a participant with the Syracuse 

Women’s Opportunity Center (WOC) on and 
off  for over a year. The first time she enrolled 
in the Business Office Administrative 
Training (BOAT) Program, her family issues 
were so great that she could not even attend 
the first day of  classes. She waited almost six 
months before she had everything organized 
enough to attend.

She started the BOAT class with a determination not to miss even 

one day of classes, a goal that she was able to accomplish. She 

loved the computer skills classes and workshops, but was terrified 

to participate in the Mock Interview session. The staff at WOC 

worked with her for over a week to calm her down, and helped 

her gain enough confidence to even come to the session.
by: Mary “kiki” White

About the Author:
Mary “Kiki” White is a Case Manager/
Facilitator at the Women’s Opportunity 
Center in Syracuse. She has been with 
the center for 17 years.

Bring your clothing 
donations to the 

WISE Symposium 
on April 8th!

Pay It Forward

By Giving Others

A Second Chance

Blouses

Slacks

Blazers

  Accessories 
(purses, scarves, 
belts, jewelry)

Women’s suits  
(skirt or pants)



You can help pay it forward 
by donating items from  
April 1st through 15th to  
CPS Headquarters, located  
at 904 7th North Street,  
Liverpool, NY 13088.

Appropriate clothes (conservative in design  

and color—black, dark blue and grey are  

preferred) include:

•  Women’s suits (skirt or pants)

•  Blouses

•  Blazers

•  Slacks

•  Accessories (purses, scarves, 
belts, jewelry)

www.iscadesignstudio.com

315.313.ISCA (4722)

Be yourself, 
everyone else  

is taken. 
– Oscar Wilde  

Celebrating 10 years of building smart, 
intuitive designs for brilliant brands.

Isca Design Studio is a woman-owned, graphic design firm focused on creating brand 
identities that connect emotionally with customers and make a great first impression. For 
the past 10 years, we’ve produced high quality, visual communications that get real results. 
Whether designing a website, developing a series of ads, or creating a brand new identity for 
your company, our mission is to help you feel confident in yourself and your brand, so you can 
concentrate on what you do best.

Proud designers of the  

2014 WISE Magazine

Stephanie arrived late that day due to child care 

issues, but she was able to complete three of the four 

practice interviews. She was asked at the end of the 

Mock Interviews to formally submit her resume and 

online application to a large local employer, which 

she did before the end of the day. On the last day of 

class, she received a call from the employer to come 

in for an interview.

While she was at her Training Experience, Stephanie 

completed three formal interviews with the 

employer and was hired. She is now a Customer 

Support Representative for a large banking 

organization in East Syracuse and loving her new 

job, the structure it has given to her family and the 

example of success that she is showing her children.

One important element to Stephanie’s success was 

the clothing that she received through the WOC.  

When she was getting ready for the Mock Interviews, 

she realized the outfit she had used for interviews 

was not appropriate. Through the generous 

donations from individuals and organizations 

in Central New York, the WOC has developed an 

extensive clothing closet dedicated to providing 

interview-level clothing. Stephanie was able to be 

look and feel her best for her interviews.

The WOC wishes to thank all who have contributed 

last year to our clothing closet and look forward to 

this year’s third annual 2nd Chance Clothing Drive.
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 THERE’S AN APP  FOR THAT!
USE TECHNOLOGY TO BOOST  YOUr prOdUCTiviTY!

DECLUTTERyOuR wORk LiFESTarT SmaLL, BUT STarT NOw!  

STYLE STRATEGIES…  

4 Tips To improve  
your wardrobe!

The 2014 savvy speakers Tell all! 
LEarN aBOUT THEir paST,  
prESENT aNd fUTUrE pLaNS!     

MEET 2014 WISE SYMPOSIUM KEYNOTE SPEAKER,  

JESSICA HERRIN, CEO & FOUNDER OF STELLA & DOT

SmallBizLady Shares
  7 Steps to Reinvent Your

 Small Business

paY iT fOrwardHOw CLEaNiNG OUT YOUr  
CLOSET CaN CHaNGE LivES 

Melinda EmersonSmallBizLady,   CEO of Quintessence Multimedia
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from The 2013 WISE Symposium!
1. ann Marie Stonecypher, angela renna  2. fun photo booth  3. arriving at the WISE Symposium  4. Event emcee farah Jadran  
5. Me’Shae brooks-rolling, Michelle howe  6. robin taney  7. nell Merlino  8. Joanne Lenweaver greets WISE women   
9. Camille Malkiewicz  10. afternoon keynote robin Chase  11. Morning keynote Pamela Slim  12. WISE Latinas session

HigHLigHTS  
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About the Author:
Peg Elliott is Information Services Librarian at the onondaga 

County Public Library in Syracuse, ny. She is also responsible for 
managing the library’s online databases. Peg received her Masters 

in Library Science from Syracuse University. Peg can be reached 
at 315-435-1900 and at reference@onlib.org.  

by: Peg Elliott 
Discover all that your local public 

library can do for you and your 
business. It just might be the  

competitive edge you’ve been looking for. 
 

Libraries Can  
Help Small 

Businesses Thrive

“The library has so 
much to offer small 
businesses.  The challenge 
is understanding how it all 
works, and that is where 
you need a librarian… the 
demographic, industry and 
marketing information is 
extensive. Last year, one of 
my clients was looking to 
open a new location, and 
through the library, I was 
able to give them a detailed 
analysis to help them make 
the decision with hard 
numbers and projections. 
All of that for the cost of my 
time and free assistance 
from a librarian. ”   –Brent Sears, Entrepreneur, Tully, NY

We’ve all heard 
stories about 
layoffs, downsizing 

and offices closing. Most of 
us know someone affected 
by this, whether it be a friend, 
relative or yourself. Some 
individuals may want to 
consider the opportunity of 
entrepreneurship following 
a change like that. Let’s take 
Diane, for example. She was an 
employee with her company 
more than 20 years when she 
was laid off. She decided to 
take a step back and think 
about what path to take next. 
She had always thought 
about going into business 
for herself and decided the 
timing was right to follow her 
entrepreneurial dream. 

Diane’s first step on her new 
journey… her local public 
library. There, she received a 
list of local agencies offering 

small business startup 
services. The referral was just 
what she needed to get set 
up with a business advisor to 
help her through the business 
planning process. When Diane 
needed to do market research 
for her business plan, she once 
again turned to her library for 
help. The reference librarian 
showed her how to use the 
library’s online subscription 
databases such as Reference 
USA, Business Decision, and 
Newsbank America’s News 
to find critical demographic 
information, statistics, industry 
trends, conduct competitive 
analysis, and develop lists of 
potential customers.

As Diane’s business began to 
get off the ground, she realized 
she needed to become more 
proficient with new computer 
software and learn about 
social media options to help 

market her business and grow 
her customer base. Because 
she had limited funds and 
definitely limited time for 
classroom instruction, the 
online computer courses she 
found through her library’s 
Learning Express database fit 
the bill. Diane also checked 
out both print and ebooks on 
Quickbooks and social media 
for small businesses.  

Your local librarians know your 
community and can quickly 
refer you to resources that 
provide business assistance 
and training. As trained 
“information detectives” they 
can direct you to the online 
business databases and 
websites that best meet your 
specific information needs 
so your search time is more 

efficient and productive.
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By: Kaushal B. Nanavati, MD

celebrate 

yoU!

Dr. Kaushal Nanavati  

with the Upstate Women’s 

Health Network will be 

speaking at the 2014 WISE 

Symposium on the 4 Pillars 

of Wellness on April 8 at the 

Nicholas J. Pirro  

Oncenter.
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If you answered yes to all of 

the above then I’m happy 

for you! This means you’re 

content with who you are 

as a person and with your 

life. If you were not able 

to answer yes then take 

some time to think about 

it. Why not? And just as 

importantly, how can you 

get there?

It all starts with 

understanding reality and 

accepting responsibility for 

your own life. Many people 

are depressed because of 

things that have happened 

in their past and tend to 

blame the past for their 

current situation. It’s very 

hard to move forward when 

looking back. 

 

 

 

 

Getting fixated 
on the shoulda, 
coulda, woulda 
prevents us from 
living in the now 
and building a 
better future!   
Others worry about an 

anticipated future that 

hasn’t occurred yet. While 

worrying about something 

that may or may not 

happen, they lose out on 

the current moment! No 

one can predict the future 

so worrying about the ‘what 

ifs’ can paralyze a person 

into inaction. You become 

so concerned with the 

worst possible scenarios 

that you give up before you 

can even get started.  

 

You’re defeated mentally 

and emotionally simply by 

the fear of something that 

may not even be! 

We tell athletes, “you can’t 

win the game sitting on 

the sidelines!” That same 

principle applies to life. 

You can’t achieve much by 

just thinking about it, you 

have to make a plan and 

then carry it out. If things 

aren’t going the way you 

anticipated, then reevaluate 

and make the necessary 

changes so you can achieve 

your goals.

It all starts with being 

selfish enough! Self-care, 

self-love, and self-respect 

are good selfishness! Most 

of us are not selfish enough 

so we are unable to be 

our best self! Remember 

that peace begins within. 

Once you are at peace with 

yourself then you can have 

peace in couplehood, with 

your children, parents, 

extended family and 

friends, and everyone else. 

If others are affecting your 

inner peace then rethink 

your priorities and focus on 

yourself.  Peace comes with 

forgiveness and acceptance. 

We have to forgive the past 

so that we may live in  

the present. 

Look in the mirror again 

and smile at the person you 

see… let ‘em know that you 

love ‘em.

About the Author:
kaushal b. nanavati Md, faafP, abIhM, is an assistant 

Professor with the department of family Medicine, director 
of Integrative Medicine at Upstate Cancer Center, and a 

physician with the Upstate Women’s health network

look in the 
mirror! do you 
recognize that 
person? do you 
know them?  
do you like what 
you see? are you 
seeing the best 
reflection of you?
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SHe’S
So 

Wise!

“Take risks while you 
can —follow your heart 
to pursue your dreams.”  

– Lilibeth Northern 
  Entrepreneur-in-progress

Over the last year these wise women have shared their 
words of wisdom. in case you have missed an issue of 

Syracuse Woman magazine here are some of our favorites!

Each month, WISE: Women Igniting the Spirit of Entrepreneurship is proud to highlight a woman entrepreneur who is truly living her dream. Clients selected from the WISE Women’s business 
Center are in all difference phases of their business, from idea to startup to a growth—and beyond! thanks to our partner Syracuse Woman Magazine, we’re able to showcase one entrepreneur 
each month and tell her story to inspire you. 

“Things happen for a 
reason… even if you don’t 
know it in that moment.” 

– Kate Gillen 
  Sampling Syracuse Food Tours

“Seek counsel on things 
that are not your 
expertise.” 

– Lura Lunkenheimer 
  Peaceful Schools

 
 

“God doesn’t give anybody 
everything, but everybody  
has a little something.” 

– Charlese McClain 
  Charlie Bear’s Care for Special Occasions 

“Imagine with your entire 
mind, believe with all 
your soul, and unlock your 
dreams of true happiness – 
success is your key.”

– Bernadette Rella 
  Ma Ma Rella’s Fine Foods LLC

“Give yourself fully to the 
adventure of today.” 

– Linda Erb (via Sarah Young) 
  OhGoodyGoody.com

“Surround yourself  
with talented people 
who believe in you.”
- Linda Gilmore 
 Balanced Life Hypnosis

“If you’re embarrassed 
about failing, you’re 
never going to try.” 
– Donna Curtin 
  Grace Auto Body



Brophy Services, CNY’s largest locally owned and 
operated commercial janitorial company, wants to 
add you to our more than 100 satisfied customers.

And we use our own private label Eco-Logo 
certified green cleaning products.

We deliver:

• Cost Savings
• Custom Cleaning Packages
• Volume purchasing and discounts
• One phone call access

Call Eileen Brophy for an estimate today: 434-9676

See how our ‘Green’ approach saves you dollars  
and helps our environment.

434-9676   |   www.brophyservices.com
Syracuse • Oswego • Utica

Eco-Friendly Cleaning  
At Competitive Prices
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Leading Business Education for the Changing Marketplace

FOLLOW WHITMAN — whitman.syr.edu/follow

Successful entrepreneurship requires perseverance to stay on course and the right combination of 
knowledge, tolerance for risk, persistence in trial and error and a healthy dose of intuition. It requires 
the ability to adapt to changing economic times. The Martin J. Whitman School of Management sets the 
course for transforming that ingenuity into reality. Our MS in Entrepreneurship, online MBA and MBA 
with an entrepreneurship specialization blend a comprehensive curriculum and skills gained through 
experiential hands-on learning with dedicated faculty to form one of the most innovative and continually 
recognized programs in the country. Learn more at Whitman.syr.edu.


